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On June 22, 1986, at 0740:57 hours, an Auxiliary Feedwater (CA) automatic start
occurred. After a precoated Condensate Polisher was placed in service, the
automatic controls for the Condensate Polisher System caused the effluent valves on
all polishers to close. This resulted in Main Condensate (CM) Booster Pump C
tripping on low suction header pressure. Main Feedwater (CF) trip signals on low
suction pressure were also received. Thi automatic CA start resulted from the loss
of both CF Pumps. Flow was re-established through the CM Polishers and CM Booster
Pump C was started. CA Pump B was secured at 0747:13 hours. The Unit was in Mode
4, Hot Shutdown, at the time of this incident.

This incident is assigned Cause Code X, Other, due to a malfunction of the CM
Polisher Control System causing the inadvertent closure of all inservice polisher
effluent valves. This ultimately resulted in the automatic start of the CA System.

This incident is reportable pursuant to 10 CFR 50.73, Section (a)(2)(iv) and 10 CFR
50.72, Section (b)(2)(ii) .
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BACKCROUND

The Condensate (CM) System (EIIS:SD) is equipped to provide full-flow condensate
polishing. Each of five identical CM Polishers has a vertical vessel containing an
array of filter tubes having fine wire mesh openings. During service, each tube is
coated with powdered resin which bridges the wire openings and creates an array of
microscopic passages. The powdered resin is used to remove dissolved and suspended
solids from the CM flow. The coating is held on the tubes by the CM flow
differential pressure. The polishers are connected in parallel, with the normal
mode being four in service and one in standby. The precoat subsystem has the
necessary equipment to receive a fresh charge of powdered resin and deposit it on
the tubes of an out of service polisher. The backwash subsystem receives the
depleted resin and accumulated solide from a polisher prior to being precoated.
Both the precoat and backwash processes are independently controlled and are
designed not to interfere with normal CM System operation. The flows of the

''-

individual polishers are balanced by the CM Polisher Control System, so that the
load is shared equally and the polishers become depleted in a logical sequence,
rather than all at the same time.

The CM Polishers are provided with a bypass capable of handling total CM flow. The
bypass is designed to maintain a low differential pressure across the CM Polisher
System. The bypass is comprised of two valves, ICM-42 and ICM-186, in parallel.
When the differential pressure setpoint is exceeded 1CM-42 will start opening.
Once fully open, ICM-186 will start opening.

ICM-83, Generator Load Rejection Bypass Control Valve, will bypass CM flow from the
discharge of the Hotwell Pumps directly to the suction of the CM Booster Pumps.
The control switch for ICM-83 has two positions, AUTO and CLOSED. In the AUTO
position, the valve will open and throttle to maintain adequate CM Booster Pump
suction pressure during all modes. In the CLOSED position, ICM-83 will be closed
except during a Generator load rejection or on loss of one feedwater pump when
above 56 percent load. The valve will automatically open and throttle to maintain
adequate CM Booster Pump suction pressure.

The motor operated isolation valves on the Motor Driven Auxiliary Feedwater (CA)
(EIIS:BA) Pump supply lines to Steam Generator (S/G) B and C will close
individually and automatically on a high pump discharge of 730 gpm increasing flow,
indicating excessive pump runout. If a flow greater than 730 gpm is detected after
Motor Driven CA Pump B starts, valve ICA-46B, CA Pump B Discharge to S/G C
Isolation, will automatically close.

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT

On June 22, 1986, the Unit was in Mode 4, Hot Shutdown, and in preparation for
startup. Hotwell Pump B and CM Booster Pump C were in service feeding the Steam
Generators, with the Main Feedwater (CF) (EIIS:SJ) Pumps reset and windmilling. CM
Polishers D and E were in service, Polisher E was being taken out of service and
Polisher C was being placed in service.
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After completing the swap of Polishers C and E and stabilizing flows, personnel
observed the effluent valves on the inservice polishers closing and the flows
decreasing. At 0740:25:886 hours, CM Booster Pump Suction Header Pressure Lo alarm
was received. Hotwell Pumps A and C automatically started at 0740:26 hours. At
0740:48:593 hours, CM Booster Pump Suction Header Pressure Emergency Lo alarm was
received and CM Booster Pump C tripped at 0740:48:637 hours. The effluent valves
on the inservice CM Polishers were manually opened. At 0740:49:575 hours, CF Pump
Suction Header Pressure Lo alarm was received. CF Pump B tripped alarm was
received at 0740:56 hours. At 0740:57 hours, CF Pump A tripped alarm was received
and Motor Driven CA Pump B automatically started.

Due to lack of demand, Hotwell Pumps C and A were secured at 0741:43:741 hours and
0741:51:860 hours, respectively. At 0741:42 hours, the CM Polishers Bypass valves
were opened. At 0743:01 CM Booster Pump C was started. Motor Driven CA Pump B was
secured at 0747:13 hours and the CM Polish'rs Bypass valves were closed at 0752:39
hours.

CONCLUSIONS

This incident is assigned Cause Code X, Other, due to equipment malfunction. A
malfunction of the CM Polisher Control System resulted in the inadvertent closure
of all inservice polishers effluent valves. The loss of CM flow resulted in trip
signals for both CF Pumps on low suction pressure. Motor Driven CA Pu;np B
automatically started on Loss of both CF Pumps. A Work Request was initiated on
June 23, 1986, to check and/or calibrate the CM Polisher Control System. The Work
Request is incomplete at this time. The CM Polisher Control System contains one
Moore Control Station, Model 528 SM, and five Moore Control Stations, Model 528
C3M. A review of NPRDS revealed no reported failures for any Moore Centrol
Stations. This failure is reportable to NPRDS.

.

The CM Polisher Bypass valves did not respond quickly erough to prevent the|

l tripping of CM Booster Pump C and both CF Pumps. Because of the time required for
the pneumatic signal to travel to the selector station located in the Control Room
and back, the bypass possesses an exceptionally slow response time.

A Work Request was initiated on July 19, 1986, to investigate and repair ICM-83
leaking by. The valve has been isolated to prevent leak-by which reduces plant
efficiency. The valve, if it had been in service and in the AUTO position, may
have prevented the tripping of CM Booster Pump C and both CF Pumps on low suction
pressure.

When the CA automatic start actuated. CA Train A failed to start as designed.
Several Train A related Nuclear Sampling (NM) and Steam Generator Blowdown (BB)
valves also failed to close. A Work Request was initiated on June 22, 1986, at
0830 hours, to investigate and repair. Investigation revealed that a Bussman fuse
in cabinet 1EATC23 had blown. The fuse was replaced, the functional verification
successfully performed and the Work Request completed on June 22, 1986, at 2242
hours. The failure of the Bussman fuse, Model FNA1, is documented as a recurring
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problem. A program was implemented on April 22, 1986, to evaluate the failure mode
of the FNA type fuses. This program includes those found during field
troubleshooting and those from warehouse stock. A review of NPRDS revealed no
failures of the CA System due to failed fuseo. This incident is reportable to
NPRDS.

When CA Pump B started, ICA-46B failed to close completely for runout protection.
A Work Request was initiated on June 22, 1986, at 0837 hours, to investigate and
repair. The investigation revealed that a Bussman Type FNA fuse in cabinet
1ETAC20 had blown. The fuse was replaced. Further investigation indicated that
the valve still would not close against full CA flow. The Work Request was
completed on June 23, 1986. On June 27, 1986, a Work Request was initiated to
replace the Rotork Actuator, Model 16NA1, on ICA-46B. The replacement actuator's
torque values were bench verified to be correct at 172.0 Foot-Pounds (Ft-Lbs). The
torque values for the old actuator were bench checked and found to be 140.02 Ft-Ubs
opened and 148.40 Ft-Lbs closed. Personnel successfully performed the functional
verification of ICA-46B and the valve was stroke tested. The Work Request was
completed on July 5, 1986.

When a new Rotork Actuator is received from the manufacturer, it is accompanied by
a test certificate indicating that the torque values have been pre-set. The
actuator for ICA-46B was pre-set at 172.0 Ft-Lbs. No documentation was found to
justify the as-found torque values. Therefore, the valve is considered to have
been in a degraded condition since initial criticality. A review of NPRDS revealed
10 out of 64 reported Rotork Actuator failures being due to torque values being out
of adjustment. There is one reported failure of a Rotork 16NAL Actuator, but was
not due to torque values being out of adjustment. This incident is reportable to
NPRDS.

This report will be updated explaining the results of the investigation into the
cause of the malfunction of the CM Polisher Control System.

CORRECTIVE ACTION

(1) The effluent valves on all inservice CM Polishers were manually opened.
(2) Hotwell Pumps A and C were secured.
(3) CM Polisher Bypass valves were opened.
(4) CM Booster Pump C was started.
(5) Motor Driven CA Pump B was secured.
(6) CM Polisher Bypass valves were closed.
(7) The Work Request to check and/or calibrate the CM Polisher Control System is

to be completed.
(8) The possible resolutions for improving the response time of the CM Polisher

Bypass valves will be investigated.
(9) The Work Request to investigate and repair valve ICM-83 is to be completed

during the next refueling outage.
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SAFETY ANALYSIS

The CA System is not required to be operable in Mode 4, Hot Shutdown. With ICA-46B
in a degraded condition due to the incorrect torque values, no credit for the CA
Train B start can be taken. If the unit had been in power operation, the Turbine
Driven CA Pump would have started as designed and provided approximately 550 gpm
flow to any two of Steam 6enerators A, B and D. Although ICA-46B was in a degraded
condition, the valve moved to an intermediate position just off the valve seat.
Therefore, some amount of CA Pump B flow was available in addition to the
approximate 550 gpm provided by the Turbine Driven CA Pump. An adequate heat sink
was available for the Reactor Coolant System at all times.

The health and safety of the public were not affected by this incident.
..
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DUKE POWER GOMPANY
P.O. Box 33189

CHARLOTTE, N.C. 28242
HALH. TUCKER Tetzenown

* * " " "..::.""~.'L.

July 22, 1986

Document Control Desk
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Connaission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Subject: Catawba Nuclear Station, Unit 1
Docket No. 50-413

Gentlemen:

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.73 Section (a) (1) and (d), attached is Licensee Event
Report 413/86-34 concerning an automatic Auxiliary Feedwater start caused by the
loss of both Main Feedwater pumps due to equipment malfunction. This event was
considered to be of no significance with respect to the health and safety of the
public.

Very truly yours,

- -
Hal B. Tucker

RWO/07/slb

Attachment

xc: Dr. J. Nelson Grace, Regional Administrator
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region II
101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323

American Nuclear Insurers
c/o Dottie Sherman, ANI Library
The Exchange, Suite 245
270 Farmington Avenue
Farmington, CT 06032 '

l

M&M Nuclear Consultants
1221 Avenue of the Americas i
New York, New York 10020 |

|
INPO Records Center
Suite 1500
1100 circle 75 Parkway
Atlanta, Georgia 30339

NRC Resident Inspector f
Catawba Nuclear Station I |
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